
4 Lecture - MGT211

Important Subjective

1. What is a partnership, and what are its main advantages?
Answer: A partnership is a type of business organization in which two or more individuals own 
and manage the business. The main advantages of a partnership include shared responsibilities 
and decision-making, increased financial resources, and flexibility in terms of ownership and 
management.

2. What is the difference between a general partnership and a limited partnership?
Answer: In a general partnership, all partners are responsible for the management of the 
business and have unlimited liability for the debts and obligations of the partnership. In a limited 
partnership, there are both general partners who are responsible for the management of the 
business and have unlimited liability, and limited partners who have limited liability and do not 
participate in the management of the business.

3. What is a partnership agreement, and why is it important?
Answer: A partnership agreement is a legal document that outlines the responsibilities of each 
partner, the distribution of profits and losses, and the terms for adding or removing partners. It is 
important because it helps to establish clear expectations and guidelines for the partnership, 
and can help to prevent disputes and disagreements among partners.

4. What is a silent partner, and what role do they play in a partnership?
Answer: A silent partner is a partner who contributes to the business financially but does not 
participate in the management of the business. Their role is typically limited to providing 
financial support and receiving a share of the profits or losses.

5. What are the tax implications of a partnership, and how are profits and losses distributed 
among partners?
Answer: Partnerships are taxed as pass-through entities, which means that the profits and 
losses of the business are passed through to the partners and reported on their individual tax 
returns. The profits and losses are typically distributed among partners based on the terms 
outlined in the partnership agreement.

6. What is a partnership dissolution, and what are the common reasons for it?
Answer: A partnership dissolution is the process of terminating a partnership. Common reasons 
for a partnership dissolution include retirement or death of a partner, disagreement among 
partners, or a change in business circumstances.

7. What is a partnership buyout, and how is it typically structured?
Answer: A partnership buyout is the process of buying out a partner's ownership stake in a 
partnership. It is typically structured as a negotiated purchase of the partner's share of the 
business based on its value at the time of the buyout.

8. What is a limited liability partnership, and how is it different from a general partnership?
Answer: A limited liability partnership is a type of partnership in which some or all partners have 
limited liability for the debts and obligations of the partnership. This is different from a general 



partnership, in which all partners have unlimited liability.

9. What are the advantages and disadvantages of a partnership as a form of business 
organization?
Answer: The advantages of a partnership include shared responsibilities and decision-making, 
increased financial resources, and flexibility in terms of ownership and management. The 
disadvantages include the potential for disagreements among partners, unlimited liability for 
general partners, and difficulty in transferring ownership.

10. What are the legal and financial requirements for forming a partnership?
Answer: The legal and financial requirements for forming a partnership vary depending on the 
jurisdiction and the nature of the business. Generally, partners are required to register the 
partnership with the appropriate government agency, obtain any necessary licenses and 
permits, and establish a partnership agreement outlining the terms of the partnership.


